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Preview

Fixed-Scale SR

Arbitrary-Scale SR

Key idea:

1. Backbone: inject scale information into the feature extraction process explicitly.

2. Upsampler: neuralize Kriging interpolation and construct an up-sampling

operator that possesses a certain level of scale equivariance.

3. Training: novel data processing approach for ASISR, which enables more

straightforward large-scale pretraining and offers greater flexibility in selecting

network layers.



Background & Motivation

Fixed-Scale SR

Arbitrary-Scale SR
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Methodology 

1. How to achieve arbitrary-scale upsampling?

2. How to incorporate scale information during the feature extraction process?

3. How to enhance the equivariance of the upsampling operator?

4. How to train the model (e.g., different scales in one batch)?

5.  How to measure equivariance?



1. Implicit Based Upsampling

We follow LIIF [4] and LTE [18], constructing an implicit field for the input image and then reconstructing 

high-resolution results by querying the RGB values at target coordinates.

𝒛𝟎 = 𝑰𝑺𝑹 𝒙𝟎 = 𝜱(𝑰𝑳𝑹, 𝒙𝟎; 𝜽)

RGB of target point

Coordinate of target point

Model Weights

However, our implicit field differs from previous works. See Problem 4 for details.

[4] Yinbo Chen, Sifei Liu, and Xiaolong Wang. Learning continuous image representation with local implicit image function.

[18] Jaewon Lee and Kyong Hwan Jin. Local texture estimator for implicit representation function.



2. Adaptive Feature Extractor

Kernel basisLinear layer

Sine-cosine 

encoding

Input Features



3. Neural Kriging Upsampler



4. Data Processing

Ours

ArbSR [33]:

Downscales the HR images by discrete 

scales to generate LR data before training.

- bias towards fixed scale

- hard to handle large-scale datasets

LIIF [4] :

Convert the images into coordinate-RGB 

pairs and sample 48x48 samples.

- multiple batches of predictions required

- MLP upsampling is necessary

[4] Yinbo Chen, Sifei Liu, and Xiaolong Wang. Learning continuous image representation with local implicit image function.

[33] Longguang Wang, Yingqian Wang, Zaiping Lin, Jungang Yang, Wei An, and Yulan Guo. Learning a single network for scale-arbitrary super-resolution.



5. Measure of Scale-Equivariance 

network bicubic degradationscale



Overall Architecture
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Results

More results can be found in our paper & Suppl.



Results



Thank  You!
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